
SECURITY HEALTH CHECK 

HOW DO I BEGIN BUILDING MY SECURITY PROGRAM?
In today’s technology landscape it is extremely easy to lose sight of security concerns that could 
potentially impact your business. Many small and medium-sized organizations do not have the resources 
or time to prioritize security while growing the business. However, investing in security is extremely 
important for the long run for any business. That’s where our cyber risk team can help. Our consultants will 
identify the critical areas of risk in your organization and provide prioritized recommendations to reduce 
the amount of risk you have, so you can continue to focus on growing and expanding your business. 

SECURITY HEALTH CHECK
CDW’s security health check will assess your organization’s security program to assist you in 
understanding your security posture and identify where any major vulnerabilities exist in your 
environment that malicious actors could exploit. This  cost-effective solution will help you establish a plan 
to address the five most critical risks to your environment, providing tailored recommendations that are 
relevant to your business and prepare you for a path of continuous security maturity development while 
you grow your business.

The security health check will compare your security program against the CIS Top 20 Controls for Implementation Group 1, as well as basic 
security program controls from the ISO 27001 standard to help you establish a measurable starting point for the development of a risk-based 
security program, as well as build a roadmap for continuing cybersecurity improvement. 

FEATURES
 � Team is entirely based in Canada

 � Risk-based reporting

 � Prioritized recommendations

 � Assessments are conducted remotely

BENEFITS
 � Build a security program that aligns with your business 

objectives

 � Determine how to best allocate your security budget 
and resources

 � Work toward compliance with industry standards and 
regulations

SecurityCDW.ca  |  800.972.3922



DELIVERABLES
 � A final PowerPoint report consisting of:

             -   An executive summary of the findings

             -   Assessment of top five risks identified in the client’s environment

             -   Remediation recommendations for top five risks

 � A spreadsheet containing the results of the gap assessment and high-level recommendations to remediate gaps

OUR TEAM CAN:
 � Formulate recommendations that align to business objectives to reduce risk and get executive buy in

 � Provide guidance on how to prioritize security projects and spend your security budget efficiently

 � Help identify and address the top risks to your organization

 � Assess your people, processes and technology

 � Formulate recommendations on how to remediate security gaps in your environment 

WHY CDW?
Depth of expertise - We have extensive consulting experience. No matter the size or industry of your organization, we are experienced in 
solving difficult problems. We’ve been consulting for Canadian organizations for over 10 years. 

Continuous improvement - We invest in our people. Training is integral to ensuring our consultants are up-to-date on the latest security 
trends, technologies and remediation options. Our consultants regularly attend industry-leading conferences and training sessions to maintain 
their level of expertise. 

Track record - CDW helps many organizations assess, plan, implement and sustain viable information security and risk management programs 
to address SSAE18 audits, PCI DSS, NIST/FISMA and ISO 27001/ISO27017/ISO27018. CDW has a 100 percent success rate assisting clients 
with SSAE18 audit preparation, as well as ISO 27001/ISO 27017/ISO 27018 and PCI DSS certification. 

Full-service consultancy - CDW has the capability to assess and review IT general controls that require implementation with various degrees 
of involvement, freeing personnel to work on key business deliverables while alleviating the burden of dealing with stressful audits, complex 
legislative and regulatory requirements. 

Verified - Our team has the experience and the credentials. Our consultants hold a combination of: CISSP, CISM, CISA, CRISC, ISO 27001 LA/IA, 
ITIL and CCISO.

For more information, contact your CDW account team 
at 800.972.3922 or visit CDW.ca/security
The terms and conditions of product sales are limited to those contained on CDW’s website at CDW.ca. Notice of objection to and rejection of any additional or different terms in any form delivered by customer is 
hereby given. CDW®, CDW•G® and PEOPLE WHO GET IT® are registered trademarks of CDW LLC. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the sole property of their respective owners.
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